
Hydrogen Industrial Trucks

Component and System Qualification Workshop

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation from the industry perspective of codes and standards hopes to introduce the audience to the industrial truck application.   identify the barriers to certification 



Outline
 What is the industrial truck application today?
 What are the codes and standards associated 

with the market?
 The decision to certify a product
 How to influence that decision
 Open Administrative Items
 Open Technical Items
 Open Market Items



Industrial Applications

 Fork trucks 

 Utility Vehicle

 Airport “Tug”

 Ice Resurfacer
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Hydrogen meets the end-user’s goals:
- Increase productivity
- Optimize floor space
- Optimize energy costs
- Improved corporate image

Proven fuel cell advantages:
- Refueling vs. Recharging
- Replace indoor battery charger with outdoor 
On-Site generation and storage
- On-Site Generation = on-demand generation
- “Green”, Retail brand names associated with 
national energy/security policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The hydrogen warehouse works on its own.  The benefit of ‘niche’ markets is the independence from the broader market.  While the industrial truck ‘niche’ helps the long term strategy for automotive it also represents a viable market, one which could sustain fuel cell vehicle adoption without government “push”.



Component Introduction

1. Onsite Hydrogen Generation (Steam Reformer)

2. Outdoor Compression and High Pressure Storage

3. Indoor Dispensing

4. Battery replacement in existing electric forklifts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the component offerings from Nuvera 	- PowerTap – onsite steam methane reformer (50kg/day)	- Outdoor compression and storage	- Indoor dispenser (25MPa and/or 35MPa)	- PowerEdge - Battery Replacement for forklifts (class 1 and class 2)  - uses Nuvera’s stack technology and PowerFlow fuel cell system



Fuel Cell Power System 
(Battery Replacement)

Fuel Cell System Components
Energy Storage – Batteries, Ultra-Caps
Regenerative Braking  Dissipation
H2 Detectors/ Proof of Ventilation
Fuel Cell Stack and BOP

Fuel Cell Power System
UL 2267

Current Code and Standards 
(Published Docs in bold)

Indoor Dispenser

Indoor
Refueling Guidelines

NFPA 52
HPIT 2

Dispenser
NFPA 52
HGV 4.3
HPIT 2

Forklift 
NFPA 505
UL 583
UL 2267 

Hydrogen Pressure System Components
CSA HPIT 1

- Cylinders, valves, fittings, tubing

Dispenser Component Standards
Hose – HGV 4.2
Breakaway – HGV 4.4
Priority and Sequencing – HGV 4.5
Manual Valves – HGV 4.6
Automated Valves - HGV 4.7

350 Bar Fueling Receptacle/Nozzle Pair
SAE J2600

(Integrated FC system)

Industrial Vehicle

Tank

Hydrogen Pressure System
SAE J2919

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Published documents are shown in bold, other documents are in various draft stages.  This view shows the interaction of the various pieces of a fuel cell forklift operation and codes/standards associated with each piece.  Beginning in the lower left the current method of integrating fuel cells with forklifts is to replace the lead/acid battery in a electric forklift with a fuel cell “power pack” which includes the fuel cell, balance of plant and fuel storage.  Currently there is a great deal of work surrounding the advantages of using steel containers for fuel storage.  The forklift vehcile is designed such that the battery (and the fuel cell replacement) act as the counterbalance for the vehicle.  Therefore fuel cell systems which are traditionally designed to conserve weight must meet a minimum weight requirement.  This has blossomed to uncover many small difference which exist between forklifts and cars.  There are 2 standards efforts underway to define the fuel system and fuel system components for these vehicles.  There is an existing UL standard for the “power pack” as a system and there are existing standards for the vehicles.  Similarly there are CSA standards in various states of development for hydrogen dispensers.  In the forklift application these dispenser would operate inside of the warehouse.  Recent code changes have language to address the indoor use of hydrogen dispensers.  Finally there is an interaction between vehicle and dispenser during refueling.  This is managed in two ways: hardware and guidelines.  The hardware used for vehicle to dispenser interface is SAE J2600 – this defines the nozzle and receptacle for the vehicles.  The method of refueling, rate of fuel transfer and other key parameters for dispensing are addressed in the fire codes and a proposed standard HPIT2.  



Current Code and Standards 
(Published Docs in bold)

SMR-Onsite Generation
ISO 16110-1
FC-1
SPADE – Nuvera Approach

Compression and Plumbing
ASME B31.3, B31.12
CGA PS-21, H5.5

Storage
ASME B&PVC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Codes and Standards on the generation and storage portion of the system are shown.Some are well developed and widely accepted standards such as ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code.Others are new – ISO 16110-1 or less known, ASME B31.12.  Other areas are not fully developed.  Note that purity requirements currently in use for automotive are not currently specified in standards.  No existing standards for onsite steam methane reformers. Onsite hydrogen is currently reliant on existing high pressure hydrogen compressors which are proving a reliability risk.  Would a specific standard help?



Certify or Demonstrate?

Egg Approach
- Show my potential through demonstration 
of early products first

- Let customers demand certification

Chicken Approach
- Make the investment now to certify 
knowing that my customers will need it

- Certify now to avoid missed opportunities 
when the market expands

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The dilemma arises from business needs and certification costs (time and money) This is also a business strategy decision.  Therefore if there is a preference then it must be incentivized.



Keeping the bar high
The height of the hurdle is set:

- Safety standards cannot be compromised to lower the costs

The ground level is set:
– We can only build equipment with the technology and components 

available today

How can we make the runners:
 Enter the race ? 

- motivation; is there increased value of certification?
 Use less effort ?

- lower costs
 Jump with confidence ?  

- high probability of success

How do we keep the race fair?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Without safety standards companies will eventually race to the lowest cost solution which is more likely to be unsafe.If government is to assist in the market transformation  area of certification to facilitate safety, then the effort must be	- balanced – cannot pick winners among early competitors	- timely – cannot come too soon or else standards and market experience will be mis-aligned, cannot come too late or else too many products will be substandard leading to confusion and cost issues for business planning/investors	- organized – companies entering certification must be assured that the consensus standard is achievable, necessary for market expansion and achievable



Open Administrative Items

Safety Codes and Standards Enforcement
- Regulatory Parent Agencies and Involvement 

- Industrial Trucks – OSHA – Dept of Labor

- Automotive - FMVSS – Dept of Transportation

- Education of Fire Officials on:

- H2 Powered Industrial Trucks

- Indoor Refueling

- H2 Storage Location

Codes and Standards Harmony and Implementation
- Harmony - UL 583, UL 2267 and NFPA 505
- Harmony – Indoor Refueling - Int’l Fire Code, NFPA 52, NFPA 2, UL2267
- Implementation – Component and Sub-system level standards – CSA HPIT1, 
SAE J2919
- Implementation – Design criteria for tanks in addition to performance based 
tests (similar to ASME Article KD-10)  
- Implementation – Comprehensive revision to UL2267 to reflect industry 
standards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
            KD-10 is threefold            Item 1: Material Testing – we need that            Item 2: Crack propagation prediction            Item 3: Determination of allowable # of cycles.  After the Sandia test results, we may decide that the ASME KD-10 is too conservative or not conservative enough (item3).  But items 1 and 2 are still valid and extremely useful.    



Open Technical Items

Escapee Scenario
 Use of SAE J2600 Nozzle/Receptacle for two separately 

regulated markets
 Forklift refueled at retail gas station
 Car refueled at warehouse or industrial truck fleet 

fueling station

Cylinder Handling
 Design and manufacture only as good as 

the installation

Counting Fill Cycles
 Cyclic fatigue concerns requires close monitoring of fill 

cycles on each tank

Decommissioning Tanks At End of Life
 Regulation and the aftermarket

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several open technical items for the codes and standards to address.Fill cycles are concerns for this high use application – until there is strong data fill cycles should be tracked by an onboard counter.  It is technically possible but not necessarily required.The end of life issues associated with tanks may be the single greatest source of concern for all commercial and retail uses of hydrogen.  How do you get expired tanks out of customer’s hands?Cylinder handling requirements – the design requirements and safety codes and standards are easily defeated by poor installation practices or misunderstanding of the handling requirements.Various pressure ranges, fueling methodologies and other factors make it easier than not for potential misuse by well-intentioned consumers.





Open Market Items

Certification and Customer Confidence

- Certification path agreement?  HPIT1 -> 
J2919 -> 2267?

- Difficult for customers to trust uncertified 
products

- Less diverse customer base (not as many 
enthusiasts)

- Customers need gentle nudge to field new 
technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Re-iterate the chicken and egg issuesFrom the market standpoint industrial trucks operators and warehouse managers are less inclined to act as technology enthusiasts (they have used lead-acid battery technology for decades despite availability of other technologies).  This should help show that this technology has great potential but also they will have little patience for poor reliability or exposure to liability due to uncertified equipment.Tax incentives have helped the financial liability but standards are necessary to reduce the insurance/occupational health and safety liabilities.



F U E L    C E L L S

EXPERIENCE

The Future of Energy®
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